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The important waxe paraeters to be considered for tsunami model studies are wave
height and period, and wave-front orientation. The first two of these parameters cani
be determined by marigraphic measurements or by visual observations; however, wave-
front orieritatian has never been accurately observed at the problem site (Crescent City,
Calif.). A digital computer program was written to plot wave rays from three recent
epicentral locations to Crescent City to obtain approximate tsunami-front orientations.
The refraction diagrams were checked by comparing the computed arnd actual arrival times
of the wave fronts. The actual arrival times were obtained from recording tide sta-
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distribution of wave heights at Crescent City is a necessary consideration in the over-
Sall study. The period of reccrd for tsunamis at Crescent City is too Sho 1rt to dete r-
mine the frequency distribution of the wave heights; thus, an attempt-wis made'to cor-
relate the tsunami records from particular stations in the San Zrafl~isco and Hilo Har-
bor areas so that the Crescent City record could beA ia o * lengthened.. Correla-
tion between the Hilo Harbor aind C,!M nC yu ndicates that the 1964~ tsunami at
Cre-scent City was abaorm117-sei-re. Effects of distance on wave-height attenuation
were investigateCrnd compared with theoretical predictions. On the basis of these
considerations .a tentative frequency relation was derived and a risk-duration relation
was, prepared from~ the frqquency relation. The selected values of the test-wave dimen-
sions (heighit and period) and orientation eletermine, to a considerable extent, the
model configuration necessary to ensure results sufficiently accurate for purposes of
the m~odel study. Since experience in the design and operation of long-period wave."
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13. APSTRACT (Continued)
models is scant, it was deemed necessary to conduct preliminary tesits utilizing r
pneumatic wave generator in a two-dimensional flume. The results of these tests
were compared with theoretical predictions from an idea~lizeod mthe:lioal mcdel4

and on the basis of these teats, a preliminary model design was 2rposr~t. JFun-ther
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FOREWORD

The theoretical study described herein was requested by the District

Engineer, U. S. Army Engineer District, San Francisco, in a letter to the

Office, Chief of Engineers, dated 15 September 1967; authority to perform

the investigation was granted by the Office, Chief of Enginees, in an

indorsement dated 7 November 1967. The investigation va conducted during

the period December 1967 to August 1968.

The stiudy was conducted in the Hydraulics Division cf the U. S. AiMW

Engineer Wsterways Experiment Station under the direction of Mr. T. P.

Fortson, Jr., Chief of the HydrauLics Division, and Mr. R. Y. Hudson, Chief

of the Wave Dynanics Branch. The investigation was conducted by D!,. G. H.

Keulegan, Resident Consultant, CPT J. Harrison, Milit&ary Assistant, and

Mr. M. J. Mathews, Research Hydraulic Engineer.

Directors of the "Wterways Experiment Stntion during the conduct of

this investigation and preparation and publication of this report were

COL John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE, and COL Levi A. Brown, CE. Technical Direc-

tors were Messrs. J. B. Tiffany and F. R. Brown.
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NOTATION

a Radius of zero contour of the theoretical island in fig. Ci;
constant used in an integration formula

A Constant used in equation D17

k,A1 ,A2

BB 1,B 2  Coefficients used in the surface fitting procedure of the

CC I C 2  computer program
D,DI,D 

2

b Radius of the largest contour of the theoretical island in
fig. Cl; constant used in an integration formula

bb Physical distance between wave rays at a point of unknown wave
height, hb

b Physical distance between wave rays at a point of known wave
0 height, h

0
B Constant used in equation D14

BW Effective bandwidth of band-pass filter

C Tsunami celerity in the open ocean; C =f 1/2
Constnt found in equation B9; C 1 = i+0

C2 Constant found in equation C15
D Time in years in equation 26

e Probable error inherent in the estimate

f Fundamental frequency of a resonating body; equation 1

h height of initial wave from generator; elevation above mean
water level

Unknown wave height

hc Open-ocean wave height near Crescent City shelf

hh Open-ocean wave height near Hilo shelf

ho Known wave height

ht Wave height after t hours of travel

ix

ix4



h Wave height after one hour of travel

H Depth of wate- through which wave ray is passing; assumed water
depth on a Mercator map; mean water depth at any location in a
channel

Hi.~ )Depth value assigned to an intersection within a grid of depth
values

H Initial water level in flume before release; water depth at
wave generator; water depth; water depth over a shelf at a
distance L from the shore (equation Dl)

HP1 Water depth at a random point P1 within a grid of depth values

H1 Appointed depth defined in fig. DI; maximum depth of ocean
surrounding theoretical island

J Bessel function of order zero of the first kind
0
J Bessel function of order one of the first kind
1
k 1Constant between 0.06 and 0.10 depending on the air space and

the aperture openings of the pneumatic wave generator

K Constant; K C K2 =C-2
= ;K2  =C 1  -. l;radius of curvature of a

H a21j2

curve in rectangular coordinates; constant; K - gH-

K Bessel function of order zero of the second kind
0
K, Bessel function of order one of the second kind

I Length of sloping channel

L Water-surface length; length of submerged shelf off Crescent
City

m Curve fitting coefficient

n Curve fitting coefficient; ratio of and Ay ; degree of
freedom AXo SYo

N Average frequency of occurrence of tsunamis of equal or greater
height h ; factor used in the solution of equation D30

T--

I(x,y) Arbitrary point on a curve in x , y coordinate system

P

P 1 Successive computation points along a wave ray

P2)

X



q Risk associated with an equal or greater event occurring during
a given time period D years

r Polar coordinate measure of distance r = ; radius of

hypothetical island between zero and maximum contour

r? r'

2
r

r" r - 2

R Radius of the earth, assuming spherical shape

s Distanc.- along a wave ray

S Vertical model scale

SL Sample length

S1 Ray path over a given Mercator map

t Time; tsunami travel time t I V

T Period of forcing function; wave period

T Fundamental period of bay oscillation; tsunami travel time from
source to the Crescent City area

T Critical resonant period for a given body of water
cr
Th Tsunami travel time from source to Hilo area

T Assumed period of the 1964 tsunami T = 28 rain
p p
u Dimensionless horizontal velocity component

U Wave velocity

V Wave celerity on a Mercator map; wave celerity

VO Tsunami celerity, V0 =vg-H

x Measurement of length; part of total length of water surface L

x,y Length of grid square edge in x and y direction, respec-
tively (Note: x = y); lengths measured on a Mercator map cor-
responding to x and y ; coordinate locations in Cartesian
coordinate syste0

Xy 0 Lengths measured on a sphere of radius R

x Distance from shore to beginning of shelf

y(t) Periodic signal

Yn Amplitude of nth component of a Fourier series

Y ,Y ,Y ,Y3 Amplitudes of respective components in a Fourier series

xi
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z z= sinh y

c Slope of a given basin

8 Dimensionless depth parameter

8x Coordinates of the random point P1 measured from H

8yi
Ap Amount that suction pressure in pneumatic generator is decreased

upon opening air valves

APO Pneumatic generator suction pressure prior to opening air v3Llves
Ax Elementary length on a parallel of latitude0

AYo Elementary length on a meridian of longitude

Dimensionless length parameter

Dimensionless depth parameter; maximum elevation above mean,
dx2

equation E7; ( on a Mercator map

6 Wave ray angle measured positive counterclockwise from the
positive x-axis; angle in polar coordinates; variable in
equation D12

8 Angle shown in fig. C2 which is the angle between the positivex-axis and the intersection of a wave ray with the island's zero
contour

0b Angle shown in fig. C2 which is the angle between the x-axis and
the intersection of a wave ray with the island's maxinmum contour

0 Wave ray angle measured positive counterclockwise from theopositive x-axis

OL eL= /

mConstant (taken equal to 0.4) related to nozzle energy loss in

the pneumatic ave generator

gDimensionless length or depth parameter

Water density

aa= 2/T

T Dimensionless time parameter

Degrees of longitude

n Phase angle of nth component of a Fourier series

Degrees of latitude

xii



CaWERICtK FACTORS,, BRITISH TO I'dTRIC UNITS OF NEASURE1N2NT

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to metric

units as follows:

Multiply BYTo Obtain

inches 2.54 centimeters

feet 0.3048 meters

miles l.6o93k14 kilometers

square feet 0.092903 square meters

feet per second 0.3048 meters per second

per second per second

xiii
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The important wave parameters to be considered for tsunami model
studies are wave height and period, wave-front orientation, and the fre-
quency of occurrence of waves of different heights. The first two of these
parameters can be determined by marigraphic measurements or by visual ob-
servations; however, wave-front orientation, which is an irortant variable
in the construction and operation of a model, has never been accurately
observed at the problem site (Crescent City, Calif.). A digital computer
program was written to plot wave rays from three recent epicentral loca-
tions to Crescent City to obtain approximate tsunami-front orientations
and to compute refraction coefficients in the Crescent City area. The
refraction diagrams were checked by comparing the computed and actual ar-
rival times of the wave fronts. The actual arrival times were obtained
from recording tide stations at Crescent City and Hilo, Hawaii. Initial
wave-front orientations near the earthquake epicenter were either assumed
or taken from the literature.

The frequency distribution of wave heights at Crescent City is a
necessary consideration in the overall study. The period of record for
tsunamis at Crescent City is too short to determine the frequency distribu-
tion of the wave heights; thus, an attempt was made to correlate the tsu-
nami records from particular stations in the San Francisco and Hilo Harbor
areas so that the Crescent City record could be artificially lengthened.
Correlation between the Hilo Harbor and Crescent City data indicates that
the 1964 tsunami at Crescent City was abnormally severe. Effects of dis-'
tance on wave-height attenuation were investigated and compared with theo-
retical predictions. On the basis of these considerations, a tentative
frequency relation was derived and a risk-duration relation was prepared
from the frequency relation.

The selected values of the test-wave dimensions (height and period)
and orientation determine, to a considerable extent, the model configura-
tion necessary to ensure results sufficiently accurate for purposes of the
model study. Since experience in the design and operation of long-period
wave models is scant, it was deemed necessary to conduct preliminary tests
utilizing a pneumatic wave generator in a two-dimensional flume. The re-
sults of these tests were compared with theoretical predictions from an
idealized mathematical model, and on the basis of these tests, a prelimi-
nary model design was proposed. Further two-dimensional testing is deemed
necessary before a satisfactory design of the three-dimensional model can
be accomplished.

Xv



THEORETICS IN DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED

CRESCENT CITY HARBOR TSUNAMI MODEL

PART I: INTRODUCTION

1. Crescent City, Calif., with a resident population of approxi-

mately 3200, is located on the northern California coast approximately

20 miles* from the California-Oregon border. The combination of nearshore

undersea topography, resonant characteristics of the surrounding nearshore

area, and exposed position on the coast makes Crescent City particularly

susceptible to tsunamis originating anywhere in the Pacific seismic belt.

2. The primary purposes of this investigation were to conduct a

theoretical study of tsunamis with particular emphasis on their occurrence

at Crescent City, and to provide input data for a hydraulic model which

is to be used to determine the characteristics of proposed barrier plans

to protect the city and harbor of Crescent City from future tsunamis.

Because of the magnitude of this many-faceted problem, it was decided to

divide the study into four major sections, namely, the wave input for the

proposed model, the tsunami refraction problem, the frequency of occurrence

of tsunamis of various heights at Crescent City, and the flume tests con-

ducted to determine details of the proposed model.
3. In the Crescent City Harbor tsunami model, as in any model of

the same scope and nature, one of the primary elements to consider is that

of wave input. In a general sense this involves decisions as to the mag-

nitude, form, and period of the critical waves in a specific tsunami wave

train. Equally important is the orientation of tho wave fronts approaching

the harbor area, which determines the alignment of the wave generator dur-

ing model testing. Unfortunately, owing to the early destruction of the

harbor tide gages during the 1964 tsunami, the magnitude and form of the

waves for this occurrence could not be accurately determined. The disas-

trous effects of this particular tsunami appear to have been associated

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to metric
units is given on page xiii.
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with extensive inundation by a rising horizontal water surface instead of ,

a borelike configuration sometimes associated with tsunais.i The limit of

the inundation is well defined, and accordingly, verification of the model

processes will rely solely on the limits of this inundation.

4. To determine the wave directions at the positions of the model

wave generator, a new tsunami refraction diagram technique was developed by

the authors. Refraction diagrams were prepared for three recent tsunamis

(Alaska, 1964; Chile, 1960; and Kamhatka, 1952), and wave-front patterns

charted from each of the sources were determined for the nearshore areas

at Crescent City and Hilo, Hawaii. Van Dorn's 10-min wave-front configura-

tion2 was used as the starting position for ray trajectories for the Alas-

kan tsunami. Starting lines for the other two tsunamis were assumed by the

investigators.

5. In the selection of test waves for the Crescent City Harbor
tsunami model, the question arises as to wbether the effectiveness of pro-

tective structures should be determined for tsunami intensities greater

than the one that occurred in 196. In this connection, a study was made

to ascertain the probability of the occurrence of tsunamis at Crescent City

with more critical dimensions than those of the 1964 tsunami. The fre-

quency distribution of tsunamis at Hilo Harbor was determined from a con-

siderable number of occurrences, and it was assumed that the Hio fre-

quency distribution is similar to that for Crescent City. The correlation

of the observed tsunami heights for these two localities was examined in

light of the tsunami sources.

6. After the orientation, height, and period of the test waves have

been selected, the linear scales of the model and the extent of the sea

area lying between the wave generator and the harbor, which must be in-

cluded within the model limits, can be determined. The extent of the re-

quired sea area is related to the number of wave cycles to be simulated in

the operation of the model. The greater the sea area, the larger the num-

ber of cycles that can be reproduced in the model, and the more accurate

will be the obserrable weve phenomena. Cost considerations, hovever, im-

pose restrictions on the allowable space; yet it is essential that the

model sea area be of such size that a minimum of one initial wave cycle

2



is completed. Therefore, the necessary condition is that the fundamental

period oft the resonant oscillation of the model sea, between the coast

anA the generator, correspond to the largest period of the prototype waves

reelected for testing. Tes's in a two-dimensional wave flume became nec-

esoary to develop the basic ideas concerning this aspect in the design of

the prop--Bed three-dimensional model. The results of these tests are

presented herein.



PART II:. -jSUNIU~ Ui1AZATMICS AT CRESCENT CITZ, CALI.

Maximam Observed Hel~ht of the 1964 Tsunmi~

7. Crescent City is located at a point on the California coast

that is particularly susceptible to the danaging effects of tounamin. The

largest townari recorded at Crescent City was thf one generated by the

1964 Alaskan earthquake. Fig. I. in a reproduction of the marigram of the

1964# tsunami taken from the wave gage at Citizen's Dnck in Croacert V.'ty

Harbor.

22

20

16

14

12 -1

10

4

MLLW

2 27-20 MARCH
- 1964

Fig. 1. Gag ? record of 1964 tsunami at Crescent City

8. The first prcblem was that of organizing the information con-

tained in the various reports concerning the observed beights of the 1964

tsunami at Crescent City. After reviewing the available data, it Is be-

lieved that the tide gage at Citizen's D ock was rendered inoperable by the

wave crest preceding the largest wave.* Therefore,, in order to assimilate

the 'V-snami. observations, the isequence of wave crests haa been designated



as showm in fig. 2.* Accordingly, t1-e wave crest that destroyed the tide

gage was the fourth crest, whil., the largest wave was the fifth crest. fLe

dashed lines in fig. 2 indicate Wilson's extrapolations of the wave record.

9. Since it was considered undesirable to rely on an extrapolation

of the crest height for the fifth crest from the existing record, obser-

vations of eyewitnesses were the only available means of estimating the

rise and fall characteristics of the fifth and largest crest. The ob-

servations from four sources are tabulated in fig. 3. It is interesting

to note that there is a large degree of disagreement as to the magnitudes

of the crest heights, even for crests that were recorded by the tide gage.

This may be due in part to the disagreement as to what constituted

24
2 TUDOR5 WILSON

1  
WIEGEL

3  
MA'OON

4

22 USAED, SF

20 ST CREST 14.5 14.5 16.1

V 1ST TROUGH 0.2 -2.0 -2.0
18 2D CREST 12.0 10.0 11.0

16 2D TROUGH 2.2 0.8 0.8

3D CREST 2.6 1.0 1.5

.. 1 3D TROUGH 2.2 0.0 0.01

W 12 4TH CREST 20.5 20.8 17.2

<I'~ 4TH TROUGH 1. 5.5 (-4 70 -7) -5.5 (-4 TO -7)
LI. 10

5TH CREST 13.5 18.5(18 TO 19) 18.5(18 TO 21)

U7 8 I i 5TH TROUGH -2.0(0 TO -4)

Wd 6 J HEIGHT VALUES FOR 1964 TSUNAMI (IN FT REFERRED TO W.LLW)

2 3D +79.0

0 MLLW

-2

_, I I , I I I I I

6 7 8 9
MLLW m0

APPROX HR GMT
MAR 28, 1964

Fig. 2. Wave configura- Fig. 3. The selected design wave
tion of 1964 tsunami

(from Wilson)

* Fig. 2 is from reference 1; crest notations have been added.
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distinct troughs and crests. The fifth crest and preceding trough heights

were reported by Wiegel and Magoon4 after extensive interviews with re-

liable observers who were on or nevx Citizen's Dock during the tsunami.

As a result, the reported heights should be within a tolerable range of

accuracy. For this report, and for any subsequent model testing, an

assumed maximum wave with the height characteristics shown at the bottom

of fiig. 3 was selected.

Period of the 1964 Tsunami

10. Tudor, 5 in reconstructing the Crescent City marigram for the

1964 Alaskan tsunami, gives the following times (PST) for the occurrences
of the crests: firs crest 2352, 27 March; second crest 0020 and fourth

crest 0115, 28 March. What Tudor calls the fourth crest has been indicated

in this report as the fifth crest. Accordingly, the perio4 of the first

wave is 28 min and the mean period of the sequence of the first four waves

is 27.6 min. This value can be compared with the periods of the corre-

sponding tsunani observations on the northwestern coast of the United

States. These periods are approximately as follows:

Location Period, min Location Period min

Neah Bay, Wash. 31 Rincon Island, Calif. 30

Friday Harbor, Wash. 31 Santa Monica, Calif. 26

Astoria, Oreg. 30 Los Angeles, Calif. 30

San Francisco, Calif. 30 Newport Bay, Caaif. 31

Alameda, Calif. 30 La Jolla, Calif. 31

Avila Beach, Calif. 30 San Diego, Calif. 31

The above values, which were obtained by scanning the tsunami tide gage
records shown by Spaeth and Berkman, are close enough to the periods of

waves assigned to Crescent City so that the value of T = 28 min can be

selected as the characteristic period of 1964 Alaskan tsunami. Tide gage

records of the 1964 tsunami at other localities show the presence of waves

of other periods that are missing i.n the corresponding record for

6



Crescent City owing to the early destruction of the gage. These may be in-

ferred from the very complete gage records taken at Crescent City during

the 1960 tsunami from Chile.

Spectral Analysis of a Portion of the 1960 Tsunami Records

U1. A useful method for describing a vibrating environment, whether

it be random, periodic, or a mixture of. both, is to determine the spectral

composition of the response data representing the environment. Several

different spectral density functions might be conceived and employed to

describe the frequency composition of random or periodic vibration re-

sponses of which two are amplitude spectra and power spectra. Each of the
periodic spectra consists of discrete -components at specific frequencies

and harmonics of these frequencies; for random vibration data, each of the

spectra is continuous with responses possible at any or all frequencies in

the spectrum.

12. Because of the relatively small number of visually obvious dis-

crete frequencies, the wave records of the May 1960 tsunami at Crescent

City were treated as periodic vibration data. Any periodic signal y(t)

can be expressed by a Fourier series as follows:
7

y(t) = Y + Y sin (2rrf t + l + sin (hrflt +

+ Y sin (rflt +o,) +

= 0 + Z n sin (2rnfit + n )  ()

where f is the fundamental frequency in cps, Y is the amplitude of the1 n
nth component, a n is the phase angle of the nth component. A de-Ond

scription in terms of the harmonic amplitudes and frequencies is possible

by frequency spectrum analysis and is presented as the remainder of this

section.

13. Mr. J. L. Ferguson of the WES Electronic Data Reduction Lab

undertook the task of producing the amplitude spectra (frequency versus

7



wave-height plots) for a portion of the Crescent City tsunami height record

of fay 1960. The record submitted for analysis was an average of the read-

ings taken at Citizen's Dock and Dutton's Dock in Crescent City Harbor.

he average record was done by hand by personnel of the Hilo Model Branch,

U. S. Army Engineer District, Honolulu, in 1965. Because of the 2-min

phase lag between the response at the two locations, each of the records

was offset 1 min before the average heights were computed. The results of

this effort are presented as figs. 5-8.

14. The st -ps taken in processing the pictorial wave record prior to

reduction by the analog wave analyzer are outlined below:

a. The pictorial record of the tsunami was transferred to a
digital rAnetic tape (in a compatible BCD format) by a
pencil-line follower (Edwin Industries model PFIOA). The
follower digitized and recorded the y-coordinates (from a
prescribed base line) at 1--m horizontal increments along
the entire 18.5-hr pictorial record.

b, A digital to analog conversion was then effected by a small
digital computer (Scientific Controls Corporation rodel
650-2), and the resulting analog signal was processed by tLe
wave analyzer (Gulton Ortholog udel OR-WA/1) diagrammed in
fig. 4.

15. Each of the frequency spectra (figs. 5-8) was generated by a

slov-movi. filter or "window" of the indicated bandwidth. The entire

Lw Pas FibfI
,.pow(7.Peoe &hosmr

bKu'

I51M Grimie PlitiX

L -------- WAVE ANALYZER
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Fig. 4. Analog wave analyzer
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analog wave record signal was continuously cycled through the analyzer and

the window position moved so slowly across the spectrum that any wave

height may be considered as being associated with its discrete frequency.

All signal amplitudes of a particular frequency were averaged (by means of

an RC averaging network within the wave analyzer) over the entire time

period to obtain the average wave height. This height, as shown in the

plots, would not be comparable to a maximum height as measured from the

wave record. Since none of the frequencies appeared at all times on the

wave record, the heights shown on the spectrum plots are lower than the

maximm heights measured on the pictorial record with the heights for the

least occurring frequencies being the most out of proportion.

16. Each of the four separate record lengths of the 1960 tsunami at

Crescent City was subjected to analysis using three separate window widths.

The entire record (from 0530 to 2400 hr, 23 may 1960) was analyzed first.

The record was then divided into three parts, 0530 to 1300 hr, 1300 to

1700 hr, and 1700 to 2400 hr; and separate analyses were performed on each

of these parts. Because of the aplitude averaging technique and the

distribution of the wave record spectral frequencies, the plotted height

increased as the window width increased for the three separate analyses of

the four series of runs.

17. The statistical methods commonly used to establish confidence

limits with respect to the accuracy of the wave-height measurements, shown

in figs. 5-8, are the statistical coefficient of variation and the chi-

square distribution. 8

18. The statistical coefficient of variation expresses the probable

error, es , as

1
e (2)

e BW XSL

where

e = probable error inherent in the estimate

BW = effective bandwidth of band-pass filter

SL = sample length (in units corresponding to the bandwidth)

Moody states that this method should not be used when the numerical value

13
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Fig. 9.Chi-square distribution chart for establishing confidence
levels of amplitude spectra

of e5  exceeds 0.20 (20 percent). Table 1 shows that all values ofe
exceed 20 percent; therefore, the chi-square distribution method (fig. 9)
must be used. The abscissa of fig. 9 is in units of degrees of freedom,
the ordinate is in units of the ratio of the estimated to the true value,

and the paramieter is the confidence band.

19. Degrees of freedom are given by

n =2 X EW X SL()

where

n =degree of freedom

14i



20. Confidence levels for each of the time intervals studied, with

their corresponding bandwidths, are shown in fig. 9. A large number of

degrees of freedom are required to obtain a high confidence in an estimate.

Equation 3 shows that this can be accoplished by using either wider filter

bandwidths or longer sample lengths. For reasonable sample lengths the

problem is most acute at the low-frequency end of the spectrum because of

the narrowness of the filter required to resolve the resonances.

21. It should be noted from fig. 9 that, while degrees of freedom in

excess of 100 do not produce proportionately more confidence, those obser-

vations with less than 20 degrees of freedom produce such wide confidence

intervals that they are of questionable value.

22. While one cannot place any confidence in the fact that the

plotted heights are peak values, the predominant periods of 80.0, 33.0,

22.0, and 18.0 min are clearly defined in all cases and can be accepted

with confidence. These predominant periods are in good agreement with

those mentioned in the following discussion of resonance, which were com-

puted by considering the oscillations of the Crescent City area from the

offshore shelf to the beach.

Resonance

23. The Oori principle that the tsunami periods observed in a bay

are nearly the same as those of the usual secondary oscillations of that
10bay has been confirmed by Honda, Terada, and Isitani. The principle is

shown to be valid in the undulations of numerous bays along the coasts of

the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan. Suda and Seki in their stady of

the Atacam tsunami of 1922 and of the Aleutian tsunami of 1923 found that
the second and third harmonics of the fundamental periods are highly pre-

dominant in bay areas. 11 The latter finding appears to apply also to the
undulations of the 1960 tsunami at Crescent City.

24. The Omori principle suggests that the greater tsunami heights

observed in some bays should also be examined on the basis of resonance.
1

Wilson observes that the excessive heights noted at Port Alberni, Canada,
during the 1964 Alaskan tsunami were brought about because of the parabolic

15



variation of channel depths, with the width being nearly constant. Like-

wise, the greater heights observed at Port Littleton, New Zealand, were due

to the uniformly sloping floor of the channel. For the analyses of these

two cases, Wilson makes a Judicial application of Lamb's treatment of the

oscillation of bays of such configurations, imposing the condition that
1

the mouths of the bays are nodal lines.

25. Similarly, the periods of oscillations of the offshore shelf in

the proximity of Crescent City, as shown in fig. 10, have been considered.

The shelf is regarded as sloping uniformly with the depth of the shelf

H= 350 ft, and the length of the shelf L = 16 nautical rutles. Assum-

ing that the depth at the coast is nil, computations for the periods of

the various harmonics give values of 89, 35, 18, 15, and 13 min, which

curiously enough are in approximate agreement with the periods found in

-the spectral analysis of the 1960 tsunami. Other cceputations were also

made, assuming that the shelf at the coast has a finite depth. However,

the effect of this assumption is to increase the value of the fundamental

periods. A more thorough treatment of shelf oscillations is presented in

Appendix D. Noting that the shelf ewvironment enclosing Crescent City may

be regarded as approximating a semielliptic basin, Wilson makes use of an
12analysis by Goldsborough and finds a satisfactory agreement between the

observed and computed periods of the 1960 tsunami.

26. Hilo Bay and the sea vicinity of Crescent City are both suscep-

tible to resonance. Since the periods of the fundamental oscillations of

these two localities are different, the magnification of heights in each

will be different for a given tsunami of a definite period. Another con-

sideration which may be significant is the following. The phenomenon of

resonance is most conveniently observed with standing waves in rectangular

basins. Experience shows that as the periods of the forcing oscillations

are decreased from an initially large value and. are made to approach the

period of the greatest fundamental oscillation of the basin, the wave mag-

nification in the basin increases steadily to a limiting value. Then,

'when the period of the forcing oscillation is further dec4reased even by a

small value, the wave magntttcation decreases markedly. There was an

evidence of this in Uhe Ilo Bay model study. As the mair. object of that
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study was to exaxnie the effect of model distortion, for the simplicity and

the purity of observed results, the bay barrier was completed forming a

hb
truncated bay. The average results of the magnification ratio h- ,

0
hb being the wave height at the barrier and h the wave height at the0o

bay mouth, from all the tests are shown in fig. U as a function of T
C(T being the period of the forcing waves and T, the. fundamental period

of oscillation).13 There is a marked peak in the magnification values at

TT 0.99 . Accordingly, the interval - for which the waves axe appre-C 
ATc

ciably magnified is about T- = 0.075 . In the same figure the theoretical
c T

magnification curve is also given.l

27. Eventually the question will be asked whether there is a dis-
cernible and consistent correlation between the tsunami heights observed



at Hilo BAY and those in the sea approaches of Crescent City. The above
discussions suggest that correlation may be noted for the situations where
the tsaunamni waves have Periods which are rewnved from the -Periods of the
fundamentals of the localities by an amount of about AT 0-O075T or
greater,
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PART III: PRARATI(ON Or TSUNAI REFRACTION DIAGRAM

Theoretical Develonent

28. Aftei a considerable literature search it was deemed desirable

to use the digital computer facilities Pt the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (NES) to prepare the refraction diagrams. In January

1968, the main computer center utilized an 8000-spac main memory GE-225

computer and an off-line Calcomp 750 incremental plotter. Attempts were

first made to modify existing conpaier programs for use on the GE-225;

hoitver, the existing programs not only proved difficult to modify but did

not incorporate all t.e features considered necessary for this particular

problem. Therefore, a computer program was written speciftcally for

tsunami refraction.

29. Ippen15 presents the basic equation for wave ray refraction as:

dQ 1 i L-cos 8  C (4)

dO
where, considering an x , y rectangular coordinate system, A represents

the change in the angle 8 with respect to the distance moved along the

ray (ds) and Lx and represent the partial derivatives of the ve'-oc-

ity in the x- and y-directions, respectively. C is the wave celerity and

e the instantaneous angular orientation of the ray.

30. Consider two positions, P and P on a ray moving in the

x-, y-plana as shown in fig. 12; P andP renresent two successive
0 1,

points on the ray with a ve'locity of travel at each point of C = A .

Considering H as the depth of water through which this ray travels,

1/~gi2 Hl/2 'ax 2 ax

and

I ac 1 all
C 6x 2H ax

20
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P, (x0+Ax, y. Ay)

P0(x0. Y') 60

k-.--Ax Ax -W

Fig. 12. Wave ray notation

Tn a like manner,

1 BC 1 bH (6
Cy2H ay

Substitution ~of equations 5 and 6 into equation yields

d (_ sine--coO )
ds 2H a

Noting th~at sin 8 and cos 0 = , equation 7becomesds

Using a small increment for ds allows

03? 2

ds =dx 1+()(9)

21
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Substitution of equation 9 into equation 8 yields

as- ' kx 8x -6)_) (10)
dd+

Small 6 shows that the curvature of a curve y = I(x) at a point

P(x,y) in rectangular coordinates is given by:

2

de dx2  (l

ds - 1 + 32

dx"

equating equation 10 to equation 11 yields

2

dx 1 l(k x X) 1

+ (A 23(ax ay_)2
or

dx2  dx U+

A Taylor's expansion of the ftuiction of (y + Ay) yields
0

dx 2 2 ..
Yo +6Y o dx 2dx2

or, considering only the first three terms,

1~2

dx 2 dx2

Substitution of equation 12 into equation 13 yields

22
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Equation 14 shows that by starting with known values of H , d H 'H
dx I ax "a

at P , and for an assigned value of Ax , one can compute the Ay of
0

point P1 . The location of P1 is then simply x0 +X , Yo + Ay .

31. Tc move from P to point P2 , it is necessary to know - at

1 dy 1 oxP " So, at P is tan (00 +A A) and it can be shown that

tan (8 + Ae) = tan 19 + (1 + tano2 8 A(

Equation 10 can be written as

A 1 (dZ ;I H '~ 1
&S 2H dxax bY2

or

dy

Therefore,- + - + (x)2] (a
(dx dx x dx ax by

1 o

or from equation 12

2-l, dx2() + ~ ) P , (17)

0

32. The time of travel along an increment &s is given by

At -- x 2 + 42 1/2

Thus, for a given starting position (x,y), initial angle x and cor-
dx'

putational increment Ax , the corresponding Ay increment can be calcula-

ted. This next point's (P1  in fig. 12) coordinates (x° + Ax , y + Ay)

and the computed (-) then become the basis for computation to P

P1

23



This process is continued throughout the length of the ray.

33. It is apparent from equation 14 that it is necessary to deter-

mine the depth at a given point (such as P0 ) in order to progress to the

next point (P1). Equation 14 shows that the incremental computation of the

orthogonal path is expressed as a function of H(x,y) , so the path of the

ray can be constructed across a grid of water depths, each having an x- and

y-dimension in the grid area.

34. A regular, square grid of finite boundaries was overlaid on a

map showing the area through which the waves were to travel, and depth val-

ues were assigned to each of the grid intersections. In general, however,

the points for which a depth value is required (beginning points of each

incremental segment)-will not fall on the regular grid points, so it is

necessary to interpolate for the required values of the depth.

35. Dobson17 utilized a least squares method to fit a surface of

12 grid points in the immediate vicinity of the area of interest and Wil-
18

son used a least squares fit to the four closest depth values to calcu-

late the depth at an arbitrary point within a grid square. It is apparent

that very few surfaces can be accurately described by a second degree equa-

tion when applied to the entire grid; but when it is fitted locally, in a

mosaic manner, it is a relatively accurate method for interpolating the

depth at intermediate points. Of course, the method would yield best re-

sults if the ocean bottom was a second order surface, but should yield

satisfactory results if a small enough grid is used. The method used to

find the interpolated depth as well as bH and y is outlined in the

following paragraps.

36. Fig. 13 shows the grid points surrounding the area of interest

in which it is desired to find the depth at a randomly placed point P1

This can be done if the depths at each grid intersection are known. It was

decided that best results could be obtained if two surfaces were fit

through the area of interest and if the depth were computed for the random

point P1 which is the average of these two surface fits; likewise, itbH
was considered best to utilize the average values of - d , computed

from each of these two surfaces.

37. One may solve for the depth at point P1  H p using

24



equation 19 where the coefficients A , B , C , D , end E are computed by

taking the average values of two sets of coefficients obtained from two

different surface fits through the same area.

~= H(i,j) +Ax+ B 6y + C 6x y+D6x 2 + Ey 2  (19)

38. If one considers the depth values H(i,j) , H(i+2 ,j) a h(i,j-)
H (i+l,i+l ) : H~i]jl , and H(i,J+l ) as shown in fig. 14, the set of

simltaneouo equations 20 may be used to- solve for the first set of

coefficients.

39. Another surface fit through the area of interest considering the

depths shown in fig. 15 will yield another set of coefficients describing a

second order surface passing through the same area of interest. The set of

simultaneous equations used to solve for a second set of coefficients is

shown as equation 21.

Hoi H(1, i H__+2, j+1)

jAREA OF INTEREST

ax ).

t H(i")/0 H(i+1, i-,)

_ X x

y

Fig. 13. Arrangement of grid points for surface fitting procedure
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- HOj, +1) HOfIv I+

/8x ARA OF ITEREST

xx

Fig. 14i. Arrangement of grid points for fitting the first
surface through the ar~ea of interest

2H H + 2Aiy + 4D x(1+,ji1) I

H(i-,j+) H(ij) + 1Yy + ~ x Elyx E

H =ilJl H~i 'Ax-+Bl +Cx+y2 + y2

H('+i J-I) H(i,j) 1 l l - Clxy + Dl + E ly2
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~~j-.O Hj~ ' H i, i) II

Fig. 15. Arre~ngement of grid points for fitting the Seconkd

surface through the area of interest

H( i,+ 2  H (iej +22  E (21

2

H (is+l) =H(~j) + B 2 + " 2y +2' 2 
,
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40. The average value for each of these two sets of coefficients is

given by

A + A
A=.1 2 2

B + B
12 2

C 1 + C2

C 2 (22)

D + D 2
D 122

E E+
2

Substitution of these coefficient valuee and the correct values for the lo-

cations (6x,8y) of the randomly spaced point in the grid square into equa-

tion 19 will yield the depth (Hp3 ) at the random point. Partial differen-

tiation of equation 19 with respect to x and y , respectively, will

yield

I =A + C6y 4- D6x

and (23)

=B + C6x + 2E6y

Cowa1 ter Prora

41. A listIiv of the program with an explanation of the program var-

iables and an example of input data are presented in Appendix A. The depth
vaJueB used as input data for the program were a weighted average of 'three

independentlr obtained s One of the sarces used was the ocean

dcjpths averaged over area of one-degree squares of latitude and longi-

tude and compiled as computer printout available from the National Ocean-

ographic Data Center. The second and third sources of depth data (both

28J



from the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office) were an unpublished collection

of ocean sounding sheets at an approximate scale of 1:800,000, and the

H.O. series of charts at an approximate scale of 1:5,990,000. The plots

that were obtained from the computer were referenced to the 1-:5 ,990,OCO

series charts.

42. The presentation of a geoidal surface (the earth) on a map re-

quires that the representation be distorted in some way. Mos; Mercator

projections (the x
60-

most common chart-

ing method for maps .

used for navigation so

and ocean studies) a

axe projected in 0 -- - -

true scale at 0°  o

latitude (the equa- < 30
J

tor) with the dis- X x

tortion becoming 0 20

greater the farther
10 - - - - - - - - - -

one moves from the
x

equator as shown in 0

fig. 16. At a

given point on a -

Mercator map the h2

distortion is the

same in all direc- s0

tions and is equal
to the secaa.t of < 0-- !

the latitude at

hich one isio- lo

cated (i.e., at 600 .

north or south | -

latitude a Mercator 140 1SO 160 170 10 170 160 ISO 140 130

map is distorted by EAST LONGITUDE. DEGREES WEST LONGITUDE. DEGREES

a factor of 2.0). Fig. 16. Equal distances represented at different
latitudes on a Mercator projection
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To get a true picture of wave travel over large distances and particularly

through many degrees of latitude, one must compensate for this distortion.

43. Two methods of compensation were considered for this study.

Dr. Ledolph Baer of the Lockheed-CaliforrnLa Company has devised an essen-

tially undistorted flat representation of the earth's surface by drawing

a map on an icosahedral-gnomonic projection.2 0 The earth's surface was

divided into 20 sections and each of these sections was individually pro-

Jected (using a gnomonic projection) onto a flat surface with the center

point of each section being the tangent point between the earth and the

map. Each of the sections is therefore undistorted at its center, but be-

comes increasingly distorted toward the edges of that individual section.

44. The second method studied, and the one adopted for application

to this problem,' was to distort each computed or assigned A distance by

the secant of the latitude of its location. Careful examination of the

theoretical treatment of the problem revealed that this could be easily

accomplished by multiplying each of the depth values which were to be input

to the program by the square of the secant of the latitude at which these

depth values were located. A rigorous treatment of this is presented in

Appendix B. This multiplication was performed before inputting the depth

data; therefore, all the depth values of the input data grid shown in Ap-

pendix A have already been multiplied by the secant squared of the latitude

of their respective location. This has the effect of showing the wave path

on the map as if it had taken place on the earth's surface and had then

been transferred point by point to the map.

45. To test the foregoing numerical techniques, it was deemed neces-

sary to compare the computer-drawn refraction diagrams with those obtained

by a closed solution of wave refraction around a given island shape. Such

an example is described in Appendix C.

Refraction Diagrams

46. The refraction diagrams computed and drawn by the previously de-

scribed.technique are shown in figs. 17-25. The figures show three recent

tsunami-front patterns (Alaska, 1964; Chile, 1960; and Kamchatka, 1952)

from each of the given sources to Crescent City and Hilo, Hawaii. The

30
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w.#irs vere dravn throw~g the opera ocean sreas on 1:6,000,000-3cae maSps ani

-Va &rri-a3 in. the nearshore areas of (Crescent City and Hilo, the tsiusai

-ronts %mere tvtuislerred to -. arger scale umap (1:1 96,18 in the case of

Crescent~ City &ii 1:1.650.000 in the case or Filo) and continued to very
near -the tw reseatJ~ve p-ints of interest.

T1 lhe tuasd. fronts ft'rm each of the three locations are clearly
defined 3.4 the Creicent City area,. t.'ni describing defl.nite wave fronts

for inoda -,ve geieraccor placement, Me tsunami-front pactwrn approach

co-wtidenee fi'cm~ the t hree s-)urccs as they approach Crescent City.

418. Pefraction theory dictates that the wave height hb (shown in

ib 0 /2

where 

b

h 0= known wdave height at any distance xc from the epicenter

bo = physical distance between rays at some known wave height (ho)

bb = physical distance between rays at a point at which one is
seeking a wave height hb

Assuming that ho is a constant known quantity for each of the beginning

tsunamis at a given location, the quantity (b /bb )1/2 should give the rel-

ative wave heights at any other desired location for the same tsunami.

The distances b 0and b b were scaled from the small-scale sheets, and

the quantity (b /bb)l/2 for the nearshore areas at Hilo and Crescent City

is shown in the following tabulation:

Tsunam'i Hilo, Hawaii Crescent City, Calif.

Alaska12
l9I ~b 1/b /OF) 0.6 (-) =.)

Chile 0.2 0.09
L96o

Kamchatka o.6 0.08
1952

V. must be noted that one could obtain different values for the ratio
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Fig. 26. Refraction notation

(bo/bb)1/2 by choosing another point such as halfway between the txuiami

source and the point of interest for the measurement of h and b°

Since the tsunami height h probably does not vary much in the opei
0

ocean, the selection of any other point will undoubtedly change the final

nearshore wave height hb by changing the (boAb)I/2 ratio.

49. No attempt was made to present a design wave height hb . The

four lowest values of (bomb)I/2 given in the above tabulation dictate

that the wave was exceedingly small (considering its small height in the

open ocean), a condition that was not present at either of the two given

locations for any of these tsunamis. The magnitude of these terms does

infer, however, that no wave magnification takes place in the open ocean
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due to gross wave refraction. Local severe discontinuities will undoubtedly

cause local wave amplitude increases even in the open ocean; however, an un-

usually large amplitude associated with any tsunami is probably due to

severe shore refraction, shoaling conditions, and the resonance of the par-

ticular nearshore area. Comparison of tsunami heights at various loca-

tions mentioned in Part IV shows wave heights for which all wave-height mag-
nification factors (refraction, shoaling, and friction) have already been

considered. It is seen that tsunamis of equal periods passing through equal

water depths will exhibit equal wave-height increases due to shoaling. The

time of travel of the tsunamis shown in figs. 17-25 ia very close to that

presented in the literature. 
6 ,21,22
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PART IV: PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE OF TSUNAMIS OF
VARIOUS HEIGHTS AT CRESCENT CITY

frequency Distribution of Tsunamis of Various
Heights at Crescent City

50. The relation of the tsunami height versus frequencV of occur-

rence for Hilo has been determined by Professor Cox, both on the basis of

visual observations and marigraphic tide recordings. 23 The first group

covers a period of about 130 years and the latter a shorter period of

about. 24 years. The heights refer to runup values, which are derived from

the given bay heights by multiplying the latter values by 1.5. A signifi-

cant fact recognized by Cox is that the frequency relation needs to be ex-

pressed differently depending on the magnitude.of the heights. For the

smaller heights a power law is indicated, whereas for the larger heights

the logarithmic form

is more appropriate.

Our present interest

is in the latter. 24 N 0.,2 ,41  -

Keeping in mind the

frequency relation -_!

for bay tsunami A

heights, the Cox de- 0

terminatidns were di- o.

vided by 1.5 and are U

presented in fig. 27. o

Wiegel gives sone

similar results for ' o

Crescent City based 0

on 16 observations3  4 0 HILO (COX)(h 1,.5 111 A\0

of which those relat- A CRESCENT CITY WIOEL) A

ing to larger heights _ 1o.o, 1 t I ..
0.001 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.10

are also plotted in N. AVG FRRQ/YR OF TSUNAMIS OF = oR > HT

fig. 27. The curve Fig. 27. Distribution function

representing average for maximum wave height
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values frm these two determinations has the equation
_- o. -0.14 h()

N 0.125eO] (25)

where N denote* the average frequency of occurrence of tunvis of equal

or greater height h (measured in feet).

Risk Evaluation

51. In arriving at a statistical interpretation of the distribution

law shown above, the method adopted by Wiegel3 has been followed. With N

given by equation 25, the risk may be established using Poisson's rule

q = 1 - e 1  (26)

where D represents duration in years. Curves based on this relation are

shown in fig. 28. The figure shows that there is about a 40 percent chance

3 5 " - -T V I I I I I € I I I ' i / IF -

0

25-

z

1 2

03

_ 0t tO O I 0 0
i DUNAY ION OF' MISKS tO). VKAMS

i Fig. 28. Probability of maximu wave height exceeding
~a given value in a given duration
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that a tsunami viii strike Crescent Clity in' a 100-year interval with a max-

inm wave height of at least'23 ft; furthermo~re, there..is a 20 percenti chance that such a wave will occur 0~ a 45-year period, and a 95 percent
chance that such a wave will strike the town within a period of 600 years.
Agreeinig with Wiegel, it vill be remarked that an extension of tsunami

heights to values naich above those that have been observed may be
erroneous.

Coijrison of Tsunami Hei~lhts at Hilo and Crescent City

52. In the treatment shown above, a tacit assumption is made that a

correlation exists between the tsunami heights at Hilo and Crescent City

for a given instance of tsunami occurrence and that the correlation is one

of equality. Table 2 shows the heights observed at Hilo and the heights

observed at Crescent City or values reduced from the heights observed at

San Francisco and the 25

the basis of data ob-

tained since 19W8, it

averagbe, the Crescent ~

City tsunami heights 9 A

g 0are 2.7 times greater u t
than the values ob-

served in San Fran-
0 FROM INDIVIDUAL RIKPORTS

cisco, Los Angeles, 0 A IIDA. COX. PARAMAS.CARAYANNIS

and Ban Diego (see

fig. 29). The source

of the data in
0____A.table 2relatiM to 0 a 10 SI

kISAN FRANCISCO)

tsuami 1to 3, n- Fig. 29. Correlation of tsunami heights between
clusive, is a catalog ban Francisco and Crescent City
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prepared for the International Th9unami. Information Center* M44dtSional

sources of data for tsunamis 14i to 18, inclusive, are reports of the U. S.

or fall noted ftrtng a tsunami. The values from table 2 are plotted in

fig. 30. If the points relating to tsunamis 2, 3, 4, and 5 in table 2 are

ignored, the remaining points suggest that, on the average, during a given

tsunami the wave heights at Hilo and at Crescent City are similar.

14- 0 CHILI! 0 ALEUTIAN 1S.

A JAPAN I ALASKA

12____ A KAMCHATKA _____

0

to

I.-
III

4

A 0 0
A A

AA ASa&

0 10 431

Fig-30. espective tsunami heights at Crescent City and
Hilo for the some tsunami
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Irregular Tsunami Heights at Hilo

53. It would not be amiss to reconsider tsunami cases 2, 3, 4, and

5, which show excessively large values. These are runup heights and even

if an allowance is made for this fact, the reduced bay height values ace

still far higher than might be expected. From a tabulation given by
6Spaeth and Berkman, it is inferred that the ratios of the tsunami heights

at Hilo to those at Honolulu for the incidences of 1952, 1957, 1960, and4

1964 are 1.79, 2.78, 1.75, and 4..62, respectively. The mean ratio, 2.73,

may be used to infer the probable tsunami heights at Hilo. This reduction

is done in table 3 for tsunamis 2, 3, 4, and 5 (as listed in table 2), and

it is seen that the heights inferred for Hilo are of the same order of

magnitude es the heights at Crescent City. Occasionally Hilo shows exces-

sively high runup values for reasons difficult to assess.

Tsunami Height Attenuation with Distance Traveled

54. The data points of fig. 30 (a comparison of tsunami heights at

Hilo and Crescent City) show scattering. This possibly could be explained

on the basia of the distances of the observation lo;alities from the tsu-

nami generating area. Hilo is nearly a central poiit of the Pacific perim-

eter of earthquake activity. It is thus proper that the tsunami heights of

any locality be compared with those at Hilo. For other points, the effect

of distances of tsunami travel needs to be considered. This is particu-

larly true for localities that exhibit resonant conditions. Distance

affects the periods which, in turn, modify the magnification of waves in

bays subject to resonance. Distance also modifies the tsunami heights.

This matter is examined further in the next section.

55. In order to accurately correlate wave heights at Hilo and Cres-

cent City, it is necessary to determine the dependence of wave height on

travel distance. Unfortunately, this functional dependence has been deter-

mined for only very ideal cases and even there a certain amount of con-

fusion exists.

56. The attenuation of wave height follows the general relation
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x b o  (27) 3.

where

= wave height at a distance x from the source

b= wave height at the source

The relation is unmanageable in this form since the wave does not travel in

a straight line from point to point. The above equation was derived from

measurements and theory for constant average depth conditions and the ap-

proximate values for the exponent n are tabulated below.

Case n Case n

Three-dimensional: Two-dimensional:
Leading waves 5/6 Leading waves 1/3
Wave body 1 Wave body 1/2

Since the tsunami-generating earthquakes occur along a fault line, the wave

form may actually be somewhere between these two extremes.

57. Tsunami wavelengths are of such magnitude that tsunamis may be

considered shallow-water waves and the anplitude-to-depth ratio is small

enough to be negligible. The wave speed is thus very nearly equal to the

limiting value

C ="- o (28)

where

C = wave celerity

g = the gravitational constant

H = the depth of the water0

One would expect, therefore, to obtain a degree of correlation between wave

height and time of travel shown by the general form

ht W hI t-m  (29)

where, in this case, h1 is the wave height after one hour of travel, t is

the travel time in hours, m is a curve fitting coefficient, aW ht is

the wave height after t hours of travel. Available data for the 1960
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tsunami which originated off the Chilean coast are plotted in figs. 31-34.
A The travel time on a11 the figures was determined by the time of arrival

r of the first wave as detect, d by tidal gaging stations. Attempts were made
to correlate time with both che initial wave height and the mraximum oscil-

lation of the water surface. Figs. 31 and 33 exhibit a very high degree of

scatter, so the values were averaged over convenient intervals and plotted

on log-log paper. A straight line was fitted to the log-log plot by the

least squares method in the general form of equation 29 and the resulting

plots are shown as figs. 32 and 34.

58. The wave height is seen to diminish with an increase in time

according to the general exponential relation; however, the data are too
erratic to use as a basis for predicting wave-height distribution. It is

generally believed that the nearshore conditions have a much greater effect

on the wave height than travel distance. Wave measurements would have to

be made in the ope. ocean to avoid the complicating factors due to near-

shore and harbor topography.

Singlarity of 1964 Alaskan Tsunami

59. In fig. 30 Crescent City wave heights are compared with those

of Hilo Bay, and the Crescent City height from the 1964 Alaskan tsunami

is close to the first rise of the water surface. Importantly, the largest

wave height observed was that of the fifth wave; it rose about 23 ft, and

indicates a very large disparity from the curve purportedly showing the

trend in the correlation of heights between Hilo Bay and Crescent City.

This large disparity cannot be explained on the basis of travel. time from

the generating area to these localities under consideration. If one con-

siders hc and bh to be the tsunami heights at the shelf approaches to

Crescent City and to Hilo Bay, respectively, &.d Tc and Th to be the

travel time of the tsunami wave from the generating area to these locali-

ties, then according to the relation shown in the previous section,

s. (&) (30)
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6Spaeth and Berkman give T.= 325 rin and T = 243 min, and hence
h/ = 1.27 . Refraction analysis shows that the energy reductions at

these two localities are also of approximately similar values. Thus, one

needs to seek other factors for the ancmaly. One possibility, of course,

could be the presence of disparities in the resonant stages of the two

localities during this particular tsunami. One would expect a higher wave

magnification at Crescent City than that at Hilo Bay, if at Crescent City

T- Tcr
the quantity T was almost nil, and at Hilo Bay, of a moderate

cr
amount. As precise determinations of the critical periods Tcr of the two

localities are as yet not forthcoming, the matter cannot now be resolved.

Another possibility could be an uneven concentration of energy along the

crest of the wave front at the generating area. This is also a matter

that is not amenable to an accurate determination.

60. Wilson has summarized much useful information relating the

fault length, tsunami source dimension, tsunami height, and tUunami period

and frequency with earthquake intensity. 1  Such information gives insight

into the mechanism of tsunamis, but this is hardly adequate to predict what

the tsunami heights at Crescent City would be if another earthquake oc-

curred in the Alaskan area having an intensity of 8.5 on the Richter scale.

The most relevant information desired is -the frequency-height relation for

Crescent City. From the latter point of view, the exaggerated disturbances

of the 19& Alaskan tsunami hardly fit the course of expected events of

Crescent City, and one is forced to regard the manifestation as a singular

event of rare probability.
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PART V: FIM TESTS AND RESULTS

61. Becuse of the long period and large height of the 1964 Crescent

City tsunami, it was deemed necessazy to make flume studies before final

selection of &he Crescent City model configuration.

Wave Generator and Flume

62. An existing 5-ft-wide, 100-ft-long concrete flume was used for

preliminary testing. The object of the tests was to determine the charac-

teristics of a long-period wave model.

63. A sketch of the pneumatic wave generator used in the majority

of flume tests is shown in fig. 35. It consists of a rectangular steel

vessel with a nozzle attached to the mouth of the tank. The top is pro-

vided with a valve lead- 3" NIPPLE CONNECTED TO VACd -A

ing to the aspirator and 2, SLE01D VALVE

another set of valves lead-

ing to the open air. In

a simple manner of operation,

the flume water is raised

from an initial level Ho ,

measured from the flume

bottom, to a level H.

During this process the air

valves are closed. Next,
the aspirator valve is

closed and the air valves

are opened. Assume that

the initial wave of the v

efflux is rectangular in - -

shape and is of constant

tive design of the tank, use
wsa the l n Fig. 35. Pneumatic wave generator used

was made of the in the majority of flume tests
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HO 0

which contains in addition to H , h , and H , the quantities k, and
~0
X . The significance of k is shown in the following statements. Prior

to the opening of the air valves the suction pressure in the tarik is o4

say

Ao=  " )(H- (32)

Following the opening of the air valves, the suction pressure is decreased

to APi ' allowing the flow of water from the generator and

k = (33)

The value of kI may vary between 0.06 and 0.i0 by a proper selection of

the air gap in the tank and the aperture sizes of the valves. A good value

to take is kI = 0.085 . The quantity X is related to the ener[w loss in
the area of the nozzle and would have a reasonable value of 0.4. 26

6L . The generator was designed with the present 1:125 undistorted

scale model of the Crescent City coast and the sea environment in mind.

The prototype depth of water in the approaches to the harbor is approxi-

mately 62 ft. This gives a model depth H of 0.5 ft. A prototype design
0

wave of 30 ft would have a value h = 0.24 ft. Entering equation 31 with

the quantities h = 0.24 ft, H0 = 0.5 ft, X = 0.4, and kI = 0.085 yields

H = 5.0 ft. Allowing 1 ft for the air space, the height of the generator

tank would be 6 ft. To determine the length of the tank, it is imagined

that after the efflux from the tank is conpleted, the generated wave is

triangular in shape and extends from the generator to the model coast.

This distance is about 80 ft in the model. At the front, the height of

wave is 0.5 ft. Thus, the wave area is 20 sq ft, requiring that the length

of the tank be 4 ft.

Model Scale Relations

65. The derivation of scale relations becomes more meaningful if
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based on physical relations. Tsunami model waves are essentially transla-

tion waves where the particle velocities in a vertical section are nearly

constant. The appropriate dynamic and kinematic equations are, ignoring

friction,

BU + u + h 0 (34)

+ L (U) =0 (35)

These may be put in dimensionless form. For this, velocities are measured

in terms of o , horizontal lengths in terms of L , a characteristic

length, and vertical distances, depths, and wave elevations in terms of

H , a characteristic depth, and time, in terms of a characteristic time,

the wave period T . In other words, putting

U

x: L

h

0

F HF 6 Ho

Er tT
the dynamic and kinematic equations became

+ (u )o

provided that

L = constant
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Thus, if the model be constructed affinely similar to the prototype, that

is at corresponding points

. 6
p

then, at corresponding points

U =U
M p

provided that

- ' io= I a- II, which is the scale for the periods. Let S be the scale for depths and

r the model distortion, a quantity larger thar unity. Then, with

S=IS

L
rS = L

one has

66. Three series of tests were made for this part of the study. The

first series was made using a horizontal and vertical scale of 1:125. This

is the scale of the existing Crescent City model which was constructed at

the WES for short-period wave studies. The horizontal scale was then en-

larged to 1:375 (the vertical scale remaining 1:125) and the contours in
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the flume floor remolded for the second series of tests. A set of hardware-

cloth wave screens was then placed in front of the wave generator and the

third series of tests was run using the same model scales as those used in

the second series. The flume bottom configurations for the different series

of tests are shown in fig. 36.

TOP OF TANK, +6.0'

I- I. ~ ILa- _

U RIL P

0 LL
>1- -o.0 +4

I 8

IdMOE DNISTACE F

5,000 0,00

00

Z OMLLW UNDISTRTED POFILEE

PROTOTYPE DISTANCE, UNDISTORTED FT

Fig. 36. Flume bottom configurations for the three series of tests

First Series of Tests, Undistorted Model

67. A typiLcal wave r-ecord for the case of an undistorted model with
a scale of 1:125 is shown in fig. 37. This series of tests was performed

to investigate the possibility of utilizing the Crescent City" model pres-
ently situated at the WES. It became evident frm this series of tests

that it was not possible to develop a sufficiently long-period model wave

due to the interference of the resonant waves in the flume. The resonant

characteristics of this size model cause undesirable interaction which

makes it ixpossible to model even a half-period wave.

Second Series of Tests, Distorted Model Without Screens

68. A typical wave record for this case is shown in fig. 38. There
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appear to be two objectionable characteristics in this case.

a. The wave record is very spiked with the initial stage of the
wave being greatly affected by undesirable exit cond:ttions
of the wave generator.

b. The resonant characteristics of the model again make it im-
possible to inpvt a wave of the desired period. The flume
configuration consisted of a long uniform section up to the
contoured area at the end of the flume. A "coupling effect"
was evident with the two areas resonating independently at
their own characteristic frequencies rather than as a whole.

Third Series of Tests, Distorted Model with Screens

69. Hardware-cloth wave screens were installed in the distorted

model in an attempt to eliminate the objectionable peaks mentioned in the
second series of tests. A typical wave record presented as fig. 39 shows
that this objective was partially accomplished; however, the resonant in-

terterence . the barrier was still in great evidence and it was still

impossible to generate a

satisfactory model wave. ,0

Similarity
Thals fo Wav Perods ~BOTH WAVE RODS LOCATED ON LAND (MEASURING RUNUPI

Rules for Wave Periods T.*v.O o. o. A,.S.. . ,

30

70. In all tiree .-

cases studied in the
flume (undistorted pro- WAVE ROO AT APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF CITIZEN'$ DOC

file, di;torted profile
without screen.q, and dis--- , , , ,

SO0 0 1 40 90 40 70 mel "

totted 1 ofile with

screens ), the resonant WAVE RoD LOCATED AT GENERATOR MOUTH

characteristics of the 7 j;I?

basin interfered with the - L
to 4O 0 4 00 410 " 0 so

functioning of the =del.

Recognizing the fact that

the 1resonan,,! wil L1- Fig. 39. Typical wave record in

wae be strong unle3z a distorted flume with screens
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L

ILI

TERMINOLOGY: f/

£FORESLOPE LENGTH

L = MODEL LENGTH

H =DEPTH AT WAVE GENERATOR

T = RESONANT WAVE PERIOD

UNDISTORTED DISTORTED DISTORTED
FLUME FLUME FLUME WITH

SCREENS

0.97 0.30 0.28

L 70 FT 88 FT 86FT

NO0.67 FT 0.70 FT 0.66 FT

TCAI-C 47 SEC Be SEC 39 SEC

r Toss 48 SEC .35 SEC 38 SEC

Fig. 40. A ccmparison of theoretical and observed periods
for different model configurations

extremely large model is built, it was realized that the model shciuld be

constructed to resoneate at the desired period.

71. A theoretical analysis of a resonant model is included in

Appendix E. The results of the theoretical develpiuent wera verified by

the preliminary model tests with the correlation between the observed and

the rnalculated period shown in fig. 40. The theoretical analysis also in-

dicated the similarity criteria to be used in designing a rescuant model.

The ratio of model period to prototype period was shown to be
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TM _ 1 (36)
Tp rSl/2

where S

r = distortion ratio = -

S = SV = vertical scaleSV

T = period of oscillation

Furthermore, the resonant period for a triangular, two-dimensional basin

with a closed end is found

to be - L

or1/ 0.55 (37)0
T = 0.555 M

where WHERE:

L = length of the easin TP = 28 MI = 160 SEC

= bottm slope s= H /HM = VERTICAL SCALE

r= DISTORTION RATIO = "--

72. Employing these Lo0  S
a= OFFSHORE SLOPE

criteria, a resonant two- = 0.0060 FOR CRESCENT CITY

dimensional model can be de- T WAVE PERIOD (SEC2
L = HORIZONTAL LENGTH (rT)

signed for a particular ob- Ho = DEPTH AT WAVE GENERATOR 'FT)

served prototype period. A
S = 125 S = 150 S 1 75 S = 200

table of possible model di- r T L LL It Tu L TM L TM L TM JL

mensions is presented in 1 150 445 137 374 127 320 119 282

fig. 41. These values were 2 15 223 6 13 63 18 60 143]
3 S0 149 45 120 421105 39 91

calculated for a prototype

period of 28 min and a bot- Fig. 41. Model lengths for given

tom slope of 0.0060, both scales and distortions

of which conditions were realized at Crescent City during the 1964

tsunami.
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Problems for Future Study

73. One of the main findings of the aforementioned tests is that, in

the model, the length of the sea area between the wave generators and the

harbor should be great enough to create at least one cycle of the wave ap-

proximating that of the prototype. In the interest of economy of construc-

tion and to avoid an excessively long model, it is necessary that the model

be distorted. A further requirement, as can be deduced from the analysis

of scale, is that the model be constructed affinely with the prototype.

This would mean that the bottom contours of the area frm the harbor to

the generator should be sloping. Based on these requirements, the model

dimensions necessary for different deptn scales and different distortions

are summarized in fig. 41,. A slightly modified wave generator (shown in

fig. 42) will be used in any subsequent testing.

74. Among the problems to be considered is the manne of controlling

the air valves that would lead to the formation of a well-shaped wave. The

efficacy of screens to eliminate the secondary undulations related to the

efflux of water from

Sis, WMEa the generator needs
TO VAC WMt MLt Dt

2"S -D V to be examined anew.

Another quite in-

triguing problem is

the feasibility of

utilizing the waves

repeated in the flume

following the initial

operation of the gen-

MovARL. THROAT ,oN ,. ...... erator tank.

75. One basic

F lproblem remaining is

the effect of distor-

j tion on the runup.

The necessity of

Fig. 42. Modified tsunami generator the study was
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particularly emphasized by Professor R. L. Wiegel in a conference held at

the WES August 8-9, 1968. In the development of the analysis for the

szales it was shown, tacitly, thet similarity of the wave quantities, par-

ticle velocity and wave elevation, exists in the flume independently of

distortion, provided that the period of the model is correctly selected.

This is a consequence of the dynamic and kinematic equations applicable to

the flume. The argument cannot be applied to the runup. Although resort

may be made to another analysis to establish the runup extensions, it would

be more satisfactory to resolve the question experimentally.

I
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FAR VI: C1 I FVW

76 Based cc the results of the mterial prezented in- ti report,
it ir concluded that:

a. The wav-e characteristics that Mhould be used, in th-- propouied
wgodel testing progrsm to sima].ate the higbesl vacvt of the

196k tsunami at Crescent City are a 23-ft, 4--in-period,

b. Shelf resonance in the offshore Crescent City area is a key
f'actor in the unusu~al height and duration of the 19 61 tsu-
nai, and probabl.y, but to a lesser extent, of all other
tsunamis causing a water-surface rise at Crescent City.I c.Linear spectral analyses performed an a portion of the 1960
ts=;ami record at Crescent City show that the contained
pe'-iodz of this tsL~nam coincide with those derived by
Keulegan and Wilson to be the resonant oscillations of the
offshore shelf area.

di. A digit.l ccvqter program that allowed for the distortion
present in waps &-min by IWrcator projection vas coded for
tsunavi refraction across the Pacific Ocean area and was
t%-ested successfully. Refraction diagram cauted and
drawn by the above program fcr three recent tsunms
(Alaska, l964; Chile, 1960; and Kahatka, 1952) estab-
lished nearshore wave-front patterns at Crescent City.
These nearshowe wave fronts will dictate the wave gener-

C.atorallgnmentin anysubsequent model testing program.th

moel sefrctiondbegofs als showtted that th erl unamnlf
peiodfth nresovant oascillfatins of the oe sean

.t. d a- rebablt corrsod o thene larges peidcofe tht secte

heAditonatlo andu treset arey atred tostimi neha the

f.Teuse li na usaled tea model nd the eCredseat area
tra willt be eproduce tnd te accua reroducntio ofh

proop thesunant tosinlten aror ahe oelbn reasat

Cesct Ciy.
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Table 3

Comparison of Honolulu and Hilo Heights for Tsunamis

with Large Runup at Hilo

Generating Hono- Hilo Crescent

No. Date Area Hilo, ft lulu, ft Reduced,* ft City, ft

2 1896 June 15 Sanriku 7.9 0.33 0.90 i.81

3 1906 Aug 17 Talcahuano 4.9 0.33 0.90 0.89

4 1922 Nov 10 N. Chile 4.9 0.98 2.68 1. 84

5 1923 Feb 4 E. Kam-
chatka 20.0 2.9 7.91 0.9

* Values shown for "Hilo Reduced" are Honolulu values multiplied by 2.73.



APPENDIX A: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TSUNAMI REFRACTION

Explanation of Variables and Program Listing

1. Tlhe program, for which a listing is given, is written in FORTRAN

II and has been run successfully on the GE-225 computer at the U. S. Army

Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. The program gives

output suitable for the off-line Calcomp 750 plotter system at the same

installation.

2. The compilation takes approximately 150 sec, and the program

executes at the approximate rate of three points per second on the GE-225.

These execution times include reading the data for a 35 x 35 grid and

printing output every 50 points.

Program: 22-Z5-074, Waterays Experiment Station

3. Input Variables

. . . . . . . . . . . The number of grid intersections along the x-axis.

NN . . ... ..... The nurber of grid intersections along the y-axis.

N0R ... . . . . . . .The nuber of rays to be refracted during one run.

NPRINT . .... F. . ?requency for printed output.

GRID . . . . . . . . . . The length in-inches along one edge of a grid
square.

H(IJ) . . . . . . . . . Depth data at the grid intersections (Note:
1 :5MK., J <!9NN).

X,Y .. .......... .Coordinates (in inches) of the starting point for
each ray.

ANGIE . . . . . . . . . Initial direction of the wave ray, measured in
degrees counterclockwise from the positive x-axis.

DELTAX . . . Computational x increment (6x) measured in feet.

DIST . . . . . . . . . . The number of feet corresponding to the length of
a grid square (Pleasured at the equator).

CCNV . . . . . . . . . . Conversion factor to change the depth readings to
feet.

TIMEX . . . . . . . . . Dictates the number of seconds of actual wave
travel between tic marks placed on the ray.
(Note: The wave-front positions may be marked
TIMEX seconds apart on the ray.)

Al



TI . . . . . . *The time in zieconds at the begliming of a wave
raSy computation.

4. GIA2put Variables

AX~GIB)As previously described except applied to the
Xy ......... successive computational steps instead of the

Tn#2 initial conditions.

DEPTH . . . . . . . . . The l.terpolaed depth in feet at successive
computational points.

HE(i)pflE(2),...H10)% & P~epths e. grid intersections used for surface
fitting compuzt&tions.

SMALaIX:SMALLY . . . . . Distances, in feet, of the point of interest
mearjured fro4 X I,J)

P3IIWTY found from the surface fitting procedure.

D2XDX2 . . . . . . . . .

DMx

MY=TP . .. .te incr-4nent of y,,(ty) ,coriuted from a given
Increment of x,(Ax)

DEL~hT ........ The timz incremient between successive points of
calculation~s.

6. It must be naoted that the format for the depth data is not vari-

able but, of' course, may be abonged to suit the needed requirements.

7. The ploting steps are incorporated an an integral part of the

rrogram. A set of x-, y-axes are drawn with N.M tic marks placed on the
x-axis and IT? tic marks placed oni the y-axis. These tic marks are placed

GR3l) inches apart and the axes form a rci erence by which the plotter output

may be overlaid on the oxiginal map and the rays (which are drawn by the

Ctclcorp plotte-) traced from the plotter sheet to the original map.

8. Because if 'uain memory, limitations in the GE-225, the maxim=m

size grid QiAt can be used is 35 x 35,.
9. A progrenL listizig and an example of ivpu. for the computer pxo-

ZX= are found oa thie follkuwing pages.
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PROGRAM LISTING

3..THE.QfT AL TSUNAMI STUDY FOR CRESCENT CITY*CALIFORNIA
C JOH4N HARRISON 22 -074
C PROGRAM COMPUTES AND PLOTS REFRACTION DIAGRAMS FOR A TSUNAMI

DIMENSION Hl39#351*MEllOI
- ANFIANGRADIsSINFIANGRADI/COSFIANGRADI
08329 174

-~ ~ A ~ Is. ANAORsNPRINT.QRIC
1 FORNATI411O.F1O.5J

LLm0
READ 2lIMlIIJI.Iu1#MM1,Jv1.NNl

- - .. ~....2~fl IZ1FIO.31
CALL PLOTIO.O#-30.O.-31
CALL Fi OTIO.sOm~O-31

"mpg ""-I

CALL TMNIDOOOQPRIDMMP.O.1.OO..a.1OI
_____ CALL TMKldQv0.OQ L9NNP#-Q*1,90*0&i.ofl~oi -

CALL PLOT IO*0O.O.O31
-----102 READ 3hXIXDANQLEDDELTAXaDIRT.CONVATIMEXtIME

MPRINT 8 1

3 FORiIATfSF1O,31

TIMES*TIMEX

14 FO1Al~*XIHAG~D~#X1H COORDINATINIOX,6HMY COORDIN

999 ANGRADvANQLE'*.0174532929

#4EI21*UM I*J'*CONV
E jjw~kUI*2oJi*G0NV

NE(BIUmII.j.2I.CONV

HE1101sK11*1*J+21.CONV

yyuE Lj-l II1 9.N _ ___

ME C SJDI NII.Jt1I*CO

YFEETw DIST.Y/GRID
..111AJL 4 FfiET-X6*QIT

SMALLY 9 IFECET-YY*DIST
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El. IlIE I 41'N11. '146 1 2.*DISO*D STI

Ii. 11E41HEI1I-E1.DIST*nhSTI/DIST1TI
CAu114E161"HEI 7!.2..DIST)/12..IDISTDST
CflN1t4111*E13-t41161-Bt2*fIDISTTI/19.lS*DIST.2DIST*ITI

E-I2.1415!2.1E11.EII / 2'DSTDIT
12.(HE(41-1 1/2 .12DS.IT1D

Cm(Cl*21/2-

-- DIPYMuWE IiIA*SMALLX.B.SI4ALLY.C*SMALLX*SAL,HLXSMALLYR X+E*SM
IALLY*SNALIT
PNHIiRXuA*C*S14ALIY.2 * D.SLgALLX ______

PIWRTYmIC.SMALLX#2. .E'SMALLY

653 PRT -0 6188*569
M5 PURNTIAT HA9 REAgHED SHORE# A NEW RA.Y WILL BE STARTED)

so TO 1001
057 IMyflh!j- I ANGAD ftHXSTkL!P"WRTY I *11. 0 TANF IANGRAD I*TANF 1,ANGRAD I

li 9IDEPTHO2. o_______________________
DYDXUTANF IANGRIPD1*2YRX2*DELIAX
ANONE~dUATAN! IDYDXI.57.29577951
DELJThj LTAX*TAN* IAN.QRADI.(D2YDX2*DELTAX*DELTAXJ/2.
0ELTATSISORTFVELTAX*DELTAX*DELTAY*DELTAYI 3/SQRTFlG*DPTI

1AI 4000 a4 0011 #NEB
4001 IPR!N'SPINT*l

__________IM JLB.NNPRINTI4003o40O4*4004
4004 I4PRINel

4t TNT 94!og0.*HLEX.Ye TIKbDPT4
600 'ORMAY!3X,7ItI.4.9X.F7.3.13X.F7.3.SX.F14.4.10CX.F14.31

814 CALL PLOTIXPY*31
NE~m2
90 TO 06

66IFlTIME-0.D)817#818#811

617 IF TIHES-TIMEIS67#619*825

90 TO 666

PLOT Y 'D~v2.U.
IF (ANGREWI 901#900.901

PLOT VmY



POGMM LISTING (cout'd)

CALL TMKIRLOTXPLOTYDO.ODIDCo.1ANGLE.1.O,1.OJ

Go TO $as
901 PLoTXw%-PL0TX

PLOTY*Y-PLOTY
C ALL TNKIPLOTXPLO1?.0.Otl,0.1.ANGa E,1.0.1."I
CALL PLOT tX#Y#31

80 AJMEUIMIS#TINEX
625 TINSNT!ME#OELTAT
-DEIAXoDELTAXOG I D/D 1ST

DELTAYmDELTAY*GR YD/D 1ST
-. .J5KDELTAK

YvY#DELTAV
ANGLEDAN§NFW - _____________

If(ANGLE#6.013002*3002.3001
3001 IPIANGLE88I.0I3000maU02PS0O2
3002 PRINT 3003
3003 F.OR4T152MAN4GLE IS BETWEEM 89 DEG AND 2%1 DEGe START A NEW RA!L...

GO TO 1001
3000 QELTAXwQEk.TAX*DlST/UR1D__________________

XXX814M
YYYNNN
XXXX81XXX'2. 3*GRID
YYYYIY*2. IaGRID
ZZZZBGR 0*2 *

1009 PRINT 5000
Hat !iL FRAT135MRAY 1S GOING OFF RIGHT SIDE OF PLOTI

GO TO_1001

0001 PRINT 5002
5002 FO.L~R A-T128WHAY 1S GOING OFF TOP OF PLOT)

GO TO 1001
~..JA~FZZlY999#59B3&5Q03

5003 PRINT 5004
---- 4.FJ~~- Y OFF BOTTOM OF PLOTI

14201 [FiLL-N0l0*1025#1003.1003
P~LRINT MOC &AhLE*XY@TImF&I)EPTM
SO TO 1002 ________________________

G~L2L ULO10,92ji9
PRINT 800 #ANGLE*X1,Y*TIME#DEPTM

READ Is JOHN

- ~ K0 ____ ________ _____-__A5_
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ID A RL OF MWS? FI

1. I~iuB .and neidlonal linesofashr=Wbreeend

ca mr w Uat tka latiwa are bari,.cctal, parallel lines- and the

k0"tAe ame vertical, parallel lines. Such a representation is termed

a MeTxato Projecticn and JA ozth=rPhic (i.e.2 the distortion is uniform

in all diz-ections at each point on the map) .

2. Let Azo0 - elwmtmry length an a parallel of latitude,
4* - elentzy lenh on aridian,

0
R - radius ot the sphere

Since teprojectiouis

0

Mecaorweby parallel Lines separated by Ax MO v e have

-sec9=n

0

n sec -

0

Then

R sec9

y R sec9 d#
0

and

B1
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Considering a unit sphere where R = 1 ,

Also, it can be shown that

ey = sec * +tan* (B)

4. The above derivation shows that the distances on a sphere are

magnified by the factor sec * on a Mercator representation of this sp1' re.

The present problem is to determine a method of plotting wave motion whic-

takes place on the earth's surface on a Mercator map. This is accomplished

in the present methodology by multiplying the actual input depths by the

secant squared of the latitudinal angle 4 . Since

V 0 = V-~

v = 7see2* sec F
and

V = Vo sec4

The time element dt is invariable since

dS sec, dSdt= -- 0 0V V sec V0 0

5. This subjective reasoning can be proved in more definite form.

Referring to fig. Bl, the basic refraction equation is:

dO = g  sin 0 -B cos e

where

sin = _ 1

B2



AVE WAONT

~'K WAVE RAY

Fig. Bi. Wave ray notation

dx 1
ds2

1 + W~

.6d 1 - -1/2

where C 1
Therefore

dO 1 BH 1 1 aI

B'3



A] so 2

22

+F_ 1

22

Z 3 2 
2

esec #+1tan#*

tan sey sec1

H-N 02e sec + sec)

In~~e I setfanfoedet

H- 0sec 2 (e eY csh y

B14



2Hohy ainh y
av 0

2RH i y sinby

2 Hcs utanh y (B5)

SiubstitIti~g equation, B5 AiAto equation B3 arnd ncting that 0 (iathi

case)

4x d

Then, takinag x Aaafunctlon of y,

dx dx

dx 2

ex

dx (d)3

2da d2 ' d y dIxx (B7)2

4y dx

Setting

dx2 (~) ml)(B8)

we have

u2 tay(T if +

B5
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d -l 2 tanh y dy

+ 2 tanh y dy

Integrating

I - In (1+i) 2 In cosh y + AnC 1

or

oC cor y (B9)

since

=cot2
)0

where * is the angle between the ray and the x-axis. At y= 0 , C1  is

evaluated as

2
C1 =

6. For example, if the ray follows the equator, e = 0 , cot 2  = ,
0

and C becomes nnity. If the ray follows a meridian. 0 = 90 ° ,

2 22
cot 2 0 0, and C1 0 0. Now

C cosh y + C2 cosh 2 y

or 2 cosh2 Y
1  c  cosh y

2 2
1-C 1 cosh y

C-2  cosh y

dx cosh y

JC1 -_ I - Binh 2y

B6
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SettIng

-.22
C -1. K2

dx cosh y
S K2 -_ sinh2 y

Then integrating

y
f cosh y dy (BIO)

o " inh2 Y

by setting

sinh y = z

d(sinh y) cosh y dy dz

sinhI z sinhI  z

x-xo f dz . si

0

one obtains

sino(x-x o)  K

Differentiating equation Bl yields

cos (x- xo) ax shYdyK

dxosh (B12)
dy K cos (x-x) 0I

Also

sa -n (x -xo 0 (B13)

Then

cos 2 (x - x) - - nh y  (B14)

B7



CmbniiU equatioms B13 and BlIt Into equation B12 Ae obtains

-f casdx (B15)

S. tsunai travel tim can be represented by the equation

t =f d (6)

where

S1 is the path of the rer
V is the velocity over the path on a Mercator lap

The velocities bexe bee assume to b-

Therefore

t d-^ (B7)

t~f~ 1
Si

7. In order to test the depth transformation, consider a wave ini-

tiated at x 0 , y = 0 , and traveling to the meridian x = : Equation
2

B17 becoms

V fcosh y
0

Equation B15 b-ccss

kdx cosh2 y

2 sinb y+ os0h 2 y I 1+K 2

cosh y cosh y

B8
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Therefore /2

t = s Y(B19)
0

prcu equation Bl, equation B19 becomes

r/2
_,+K dx
° 01 + I? sin2 (x- xo )

00
~~and, when xO = 0 , p/

o(B20)
V+?f 1 + Ksinx

Equation B20 can be integrated by the formula

ha + b2 sinx a- i t2 T(_ - - tan )

so that
)j-/2

t -o -0 Yo

I 8. It can be concluded from the devcelopnment given above that alltransfrtatio tan xutfid
o 'T

waves starting from (x,y) =0,0 reach the meridian x at the same2
tine. Since this fact can be immediately understood to occur on a sphere

covered with a uniform depth of ocean, and has been shown to occur under

tproposed transformation of depths onto a Mercator map., the proposed

9. A refraction diagram drawn by digital computer techniques uti-

liigthe above presentation (and previously discussed at length) is shown

ifig. B32. This refraction takes place across an idealized ocean which

everywhere covers the earth's surface to an equal depth.
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Ai2203IX C: TSUNAMI REFMACTION IN THE AREA
OF A THEO!ETICAL ISIJI

1, In arder to test the numerical technique for drawing refraction

diagrams, it was deemed necessary to check the solution against a closed

solution for a special case. A circular is lan of the idealized dimensions

shown in fig. C1 was chosen as a model.

Ii

H

Fig. C1. Profile of island used to test refraction program

2. While considering a circular island, it is convenient to trans-

form the refraction equation

(12 Y 1 - 2

into polar coordinates r and 0 so that

x =r cos B E(c2)
y = r sin 

e

First, we write equation Cl as

where the radius of curvature of a clwve K in rectangular coordinates is

defined as

Cl A

,4



f2

In polar coordinates

2~ 42r,2-rK=-r +  rr - ''

(r2 + r.)3A

where

and
2

a2

=r sin a + r cos _
dx r' cs e -r sin a

and

(~2 'o2 2
+ r il 4-(r sin +rCos

(r' cos- r sn )

,l2 (Cs2 2 i? ) 2 (sn2 +c-2

Wr c o- r sin e

I
2' 2  r2  i
(r cos-r sin 8)2 (6

From equation C3

Kb 2H(d)2j( c ao) (C7)

C2



I and frxn equatiwm c5 and o6

(r + r -T ) (c8)

.- t--Ym of eqmtlia C7 are emnhed a3 folms:

ax ar At aOe

B r ay ailrau

I _ cosO =r sin B

sin -9 ~cosB0
r r

-= r' sin e - r cos a
dx r* cos 0 -r sin e

S (r' sin + r cos 6) - (r' cos r sin ]) H
' cos e - r sin O

Considerirg tnese terms separately

(rl sir. 0 + r cos a r sine0 + r cos 0(os sin- 0 H)

=r'sin 9 cos O +rcos 2  s
br a~r rea

C3



(ri cos -r sin 9) (r cos -r in 9)(i O -c a )F

=r cis 8s1Oe - rsr? u-+!:csu goCos sn 9-r r b be

Therefore

at al ar r be

and

d" b . r a 6 1

dx ax y) r cos - r sinO

Now, combining equations C7, C8, and C9 yields

r2  ] r2 2 CO

r + 2r' - rr"- (r r'C r +r' (do)
2H Br r a$ I

Equation C1O is the refraction equation in polar coordinates.

3. Let us assume that the island is symmetrical so that

Therefore

r ' ~ rr" 1( )(r2 +r2 (C31)

The hypothetical island is illustrated in fig. Cl and is defined by

the equations

C4

r . . .. .. ,. . - ' , : n .j .- , , i # =r ' 'i :



H= H aHr br

6r o

2

r 2

Siopifonega o equation C 3 ac orn to ahse abunti oiio n yields

92

dr 2 d (13

der

Noan a ov equation C13 becoe e safncino3

dOdO

2 = (d, )
dr

C5



The solutio~n cf equation C14 is

e=c l logr C2  (c15)

In order to solve for the two constants in equation C15, consider a plan

view of the given island shape (fig. C2). The x-axis is situated parallel

WAVE

Fig, C2. Plan view of theoretiale island showing
refractlon of one vwve ray

to the incident ray dir.ection and all angles 'are measured in the usual

co imterclockwi.se direction from the positive x-axis.

4. At the point of entrance of the ray to the island's influence

dr tn(b )

-e tan-b2 cot ob (C16)

Therefore

-tan e

dr rb

c6



From equation C15

dO C
di' r

b

and therefore

C = -tan eb (C17)

C2  is eliminated by considering (rbeb) and another arbitrary point (r,8)

on the shelf so that

% = C1 log rb + C2

and.

8 = C1 log r + C2

yielding

@ 8 -- -tan 8b log rr(c18)
b b rb

Thus, the equation of a ray entering the surroundings of the island at the

point r rb Oe-b is

a b  tan b  log (c19)
rb

The ray will reach the island coast zero contour (at r = a ) at an azimwch
of

S% -tan % log- (C20)
b

5. An example of the foregoing discussion is shown below. If

C7



8 b = 1 3 5 ° 0

tan 'b = -

so that

ea a+ log

Typical values of oa  (with Gb = for various vajues of the ratio
a b

are tabulated below:

al
b log b a

0.5 -0.693 1.666
o.4 -o.916 1.443

0.3 -1.204 1.155

0.2 -1.609 0.750

0.i -2.303 0.057

6. Fig. C3 sl ows a typical refraction pattern around the given island

shape to which the specific dimensions shown in the figure have been
assigned. The results given by the accepted computer program agree very

closely with those produced by the theoretical treatment.

c8
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Fig. C3. Typical refraction pattern around the theoretical island
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APPENDIX D: SHELF OSCILLATIONS IN THE CRESCENT CITY AREA

1. One may consider the oscillations of an ocean shelf by analyzing

the simplified two-dimensional model shown in fig. Dl. The model config-

uration consists of

L

Fig. Dl. Two-dimensional model shelf

a uniformly sloping shelf which drops off to infinity at the ocean end and

is terminated by a vertical wall near the land.

2. Let the distance x be measured from the point of intersection

of the still-water surface and the shelf slope. The shelf then extends

from the point x = xI to x = L . The depth of water varies uniformly

as

H x (Dl)
0oL

3. Denoting the surface disturbance as h , the velocity of water

in a section x by u , and- the time by t , the equation of motion be-

comes

6(D2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration. The conservation of mass

equation is

Dl

Preceding page blank



ai

+ U(HU) 0 (0)

These relations ssume that -the amplitude h is smal in coqrisan with

the depth 1! , that the vertical acceleration is negligible, and tbat the

velocity -a is uniform across the section. The waves im~iced are asaued

to be shallow-water waves.

4. The elimination of u fro eqAltions I2 and D3 yields

eh-  b- B t

As we are interested in standing wve oscillations over the shelf, let

h = 1 Cos at )

u = V sin at (D6)

where a and T is the period of the oscillation. Substituting

from equatio D5 into equatiori D4 yields

9 d.( Hd"')+ 0(D7)dt )

Now, let us suppose that x is measured in terms of L , and write

also

H

0

Equation D7 transforms to

d + K, =0 (D9)

where

D2



K %(DIo
10

,quation D9 my be written an

W my set

1i/2 KI

Iand wr'ltc *qti. DUi as

d9

which is a Bessel equatim of zero rder andb ke-

wahere J an K are Rex,) order Besel funetivas of t.e !-irat an-,

secod kimd, respectively. The height of the dst-ui-e :b-

h = [ oAJ.() + Bo(o)] coa at (D15".

if the ocilUations of the open sea are given at x = L t'o be

h = o co ot (D16)

then

1 0 =AJ(8 ) + BK(BL) (D17)

where

L  2 KI /2
L

D3



5. A secooai relationi sim! lar to equation D17 invaoing, llkwiat",

V..e conlstanlts A and Ai should be cbI.83nG At %I 1r,5kAA
jm&tIci.e Yeiociiy IS defined. k

-- a I)lk* itema

KIO -K(O

d J,() K( D1

&ndO

Now

dj 2aLd and Le 2K
dC do d dg 6

sc that

D4



A

Simtit%*in eqation M~2 into equaionw rel yields

Iand from equation D20 the velocitv relation is

0 9

p.2

4 2e/2 K/

'e,_ere

e 2 Kl1'
A. (W-5)

Solving for A and B from equations D18 and D24

'. =A (D26)

--i (e c(D27)

where

A= J(0 )K (01) -J1 (e )K (eL) (D28)

Substitute into equation D15 so that

D5



J (e)K]L(&) - K(Sq)Ji( 1)

7. e o of the above eqtatis is presented In the f'cwI ng

statewerts. When the %aves uhich excite the shelf system occur at a fUmds-

mental fVequenr ct the shelf, the 'vke heights at the sore = i

becm infinite j.mCder the origil assotiois). For various values of

, we can deteraine the roots of

-A = J(ST)KI(eI) - JI(BI)Ko(0) (D28 bis)

The values are shown in table DI in terms of X mhere

T(P30)

D
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Tuble D!

N Values for Various Wmixes Ai

0 5.226 2. kwf 0l. 3

0.01 5.129 2.20. 1.381

0.022 5,-013 2.122 i.i9.

o.04 k 2.m16 1.290 O,-

o.09 4.51 1.797 ,..4 .... --

0A.6 l..045 1.355 --Cl

Note: N= --
L 2-

F ,i

xI '

LJ



APPENDIX E: STANDING WAVES IN TSUNAMI MODEL ZHANNELS

1. For simplicity in argument it will be assaumed that the harbor

and bay environments in the tsunami model can be approximated by the

special hannel configuration shown in fig. El.

I I
0

Wo h i

>

A L

L

Fig. El. Idealized channel configuration

Along the distance 0A, the harbor and bay area is correctly contoured.
Along the distance AB, the water depth is conat,"-t. The wave generator

placed at B constitutes a barrier, and at this point the particle velocity

u vanishes when flow from or into the generator has ceased. For the suc-

cessful operation of the model it is desired that the period of the stand-

ing waves in this particular channel be greater than or equal to the

tsunami model period. Although in principle it is always desirable that

harbor and bay contours be reproduced up to the foot of the generator,

this may not be possible because of cost considerations. In any case one

must have an expression for the period of the slowest oscillation.

Law of depth:
H° = 0 < X < I

(El)
H=H I< x< L

0

Dynamic equation:

Wt a -9(.E2)

El
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Continuity condit ion:

S(H~u) =0 (E3)

Details of' these relations can be found in reference 27. From equations

E2 and E3

Introducing

h1cos at T=~ (E5)

equation E4 gives

Introducing

= L = 2(E6)

the last equation becomes

a + /E7)
(L 4)o= 0

Also

22K L (E8)

whereupon

+Kj =0 (E9)
dg H dC

0

One must consider two solutions of the equation, first for the range

E2



0 < < i nd second for the range i1 . For the first range

H _ -L (ElO)

and equation E9 becomes

d 21  d71
-2+ -d- + KtI =1 0 (Ell)d2

Subject to the conditidn that 1  is finite at g = 0 , the proper
27

solution is (Lamb

I A ( 2 g/2 1/2 K1/2)(E12)
H

For the range 1 <  , since - = 1, equation E9 becomes
0

2

- + K 2  0 (E13)
d 2  2E3

and the solution is

K1=A1/2 .+ 1/2
2 2 cosK +B 2 sin /  (El4)

dj2Now at =1 ,u =0 and thus - 0 y
- 0. By differentiation

dq

d = 2 (-A 2 sin K 1 / 2  + B 2 CsK 1 / 2  )(E15)

and

A2  1/2 = B Cos K1/22 2

E3



01

E2

B2 =A 2 tan (/2 (E16)

At the section through A, = and both ' and d are continuous.
Hen: ,

and (E17)
d111  dT2  J

T = - , = if

Then from equations E12 and El4

AI J o ( 2Ci1/2 ) A2 cos K1(/2 Cl + B2 sin X1/2 tl (E18)

and

1 1/2 K~(21I/2) 1(1/2 (K 2 sn11/2 C K 2 es11/2 C

or

Aj' (2C11/2) = -A2 sin K1/2 C + B1 cos /2 l (E19)

Making use of equation E16

A1 JO (2 1K1/2) A2 cos 1/2 Ci + tan K1/2 sin 1/2 (E20)

and

A1J (2C1K1/2) A ( si K 11/2 C 1 + tan K(1/2 Cos K(1/2 ~) (E21)



Dividing equation E21 by equation E20 and utilizing the rule

Jo - ) -J1 (  )( E22 )

one has

"Jl (2C iK/ 2 ) tan KI 1/ 2  tan KI / 2 Ci

or more simply

Jo (2t i
K1/2) -tan [K1/2 (- (E23)

The roots of this equation of least value for specified values 
of 9i '

through equation E8, determine the periods T of the slowest oscillation.

2. Determination of the periods is simpler for the two extreme 
cases

represented by l 0 and 9l = 1 . Consider the first case, l= 0

Since J1 (O) = 0 , from equation E23

tan K/2 =0 (E24)

and hence

12 2

Substitute this into equation E8 to obtain

2LT - (E25)

a well known result.

E5



3. Taking the second case - 1 , as 0 (2K4/2) is finite,
equation E23 yields

J1 (2K/2) 0 (E26)

the root of the mnallest value being

2K'/* 3.8317

which gives

K 4.0530

Substituting this in equation E8, one has

T = 3.121 L (E27)

4. The determination of the roots of equation E23 for other
values of Ci must be carried out by trials. Some other determinations
of K/2 are given in table El, along with the corresponding values

of N in the expression

T N 2E28

E6



Table El

Values of' Kl/2 and N for Various Values of'.

K1/;2 -N

0.0 3.142 2.000

0.10 3-137 2.002

0.20 3.100 2. 026

0.30 3.007 2.090

0.33 2.952 2.128

0.40o 2.837 2.214

0.50 2.642 2.378

0.60 2.454 2.560

0.710 2.285 2.750

0.80 2.141 2.934

0.90 2.020 3.110

0.75 2.210 2.843

1.00 2.013 3.121


